Dynamic flow characteristics in normal and asthmatic lungs.
Complex flow patterns exist within the asymmetric branching airway network in the lungs. These flow patterns are known to become increasingly heterogeneous during disease as a result of various mechanisms such as bronchoconstriction or alterations in lung tissue compliance. Here, we present a coupled model of tissue deformation and network airflow enabling predictions of dynamic flow properties, including temporal flow rate, pressure distribution, and the occurrence of reverse flows. We created two patient-specific airway geometries, one for a healthy subject and one for a severe asthmatic subject, derived using a combination of high-resolution CT data and a volume-filling branching algorithm. In addition, we created virtually constricted airway geometry by reducing the airway radii of the healthy subject model. The flow model was applied to these three different geometries to solve the pressure and flow distribution over a breathing cycle. The differences in wave phase of the flows in parallel airways induced by asymmetric airway geometry and bidirectional interaction between intra-acinar and airway network pressures were small in central airways but were more evident in peripheral airways. The asthmatic model showed elevated ventilation heterogeneity and significant flow disturbance. The reverse flows in the asthmatic model not only altered the local flow characteristics but also affected total lung resistance. The clinical significance of temporal flow disturbance on lung ventilation in normal airway model is obscure. However, increased flow disturbance and ventilation heterogeneity observed in the asthmatic model suggests that reverse flow may be an important factor for asthmatic lung function.